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Abstra t
Algorithmi development of opti al- ow routines is hampered by slow turnaround
times (to iterate over testing, evaluation, and adjustment of the algorithm). To ease
the problem, parallel implementation on a onvenient general-purpose parallel ma hine is
possible. A generi parallel pipeline stru ture, suitable for distributed-memory ma hines,
has enabled parallelisation to be qui kly a hieved. Gradient, orrelation, and phase-based
methods of opti al- ow dete tion have been onstru ted to demonstrate the approa h.
The prototypes enabled omparisons to be made between the speed when parallelised and
(already known) a ura y of the three methods when parallelised, on balan e favouring
the orrelation method.
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Introdu tion

Opti al- ow (OF) methods intended for pixel-level, video stream inter-frame motion estimation are omplex, multi- omponent algorithms with lengthy exe ution times if pro essed on
a workstation or PC. The purpose of this paper is to examine whether parallelisation would
enable algorithmi designers to speed-up the development y le, thus en ouraging further
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a tivity in this promising eld. To that end, three representative OF methods have been
parallelised. This paper ontains: details of algorithmi stru tures; implementation onsiderations; timings; and assessments of the suitability for parallelisation of ea h of the hosen OF
methods.
Despite their omplex stru tures, OF methods an be parallelised by mapping onto a
`parallel pipeline'. The developer will want to use a variety of test sequen es in order to adjust
parameters, whi h suggests a ontinuous ow of test sequen es through a pipeline. A parallel
pipeline onsists of one or more stages ea h of whi h may employ pro essors working in parallel
within a data farm. Component algorithmi parts of an OF method are partitioned a ross the
pipeline stages. Provided there is a ontinuous ow, a pipeline will redu e the throughput of
test sequen es, while internal parallelism will redu e the time to test an individual sequen e.
After the OF eld has been found, further pro essing stages may be needed. For example,
motion segmentation or frame in-betweening are possible further steps, whi h an easily
be added to the generi pipeline stru ture. No one urrent OF method is suitable for all
purposes. Therefore, a number of OF prototype parallel pipelines have been implemented
on a multi omputer to form an algorithmi testbed. A generi method of parallel pipeline
onstru tion eased the burden of repeated parallelisations.
The paper is organised as follows. Se tion 2 takes a loser look at the nature of the problem
fa ed by developers of opti al ow appli ations. Se tion 3 is ba kground material on parallel
implementation addressing the issue of how to qui kly de ompose an existing sequential ode.
Se tion 4 is a detailed des ription of the three implementations. Se tion 5 is an analysis and
evaluation of the results of the parallelisation. Finally, Se tion 6 is a summary.
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Opti al Flow Methods

In this Se tion: the three OF methods are introdu ed, Se tion 2.1; problems fa ed in algorithmi development are onsidered in Se tions 2.2 & 2.3; and sequential pro essing times are
given in Se tion 2.4.
2

A 2-D OF dense ve tor eld, akin to a disparity eld, an be extra ted from a sequen e of
video frames by pro essing the image irradian e over time, without the diÆ ulty of tra king
orresponding features in the 3-D s ene stru ture [1℄. However, due to the well-known aperture
problem only a single omponent of motion may be available by su h pro essing, unless there
is further amalgamation of results. Amorphous imagery, as found in weather images, [2℄
an be ta kled. Our OF implementations were parameterized for small pixel motions (three
or fewer pixels per-frame) suitable for appli ations su h as monitoring heart motion [3℄ or
plant growth [4℄. Sub-pixel estimates of motion are required for appli ations su h as plant
growth. Ina ura ies, typi ally blurring at motion boundaries, are parti ularly visible in
motion-adjusted lm sequen es, su h as in frame-rate onversion.

2.1 Existing sequential implementation
Three OF routines, hosen for their representative value, have been parallelised: a gradientbased method [5, 6℄ (LK); a orrelation method using a Lapla ian pyramid [7, 8℄ (AN); and a
phase-based method [9, 10℄ (FJ). Publi -domain sequential ode rst written for a omparative
study [11℄, available from ftp:// sd.uwo. a/pub/vision/, served as the starting point for
the parallelisations. All the original sequential ode was written in the `C' programming
language.
Be ause the issue of the optimal a ura y available has already been addressed in [11℄,
we do not pursue this issue ex ept to refer to established results. An authenti ated, standard
set of video sequen es reated by syntheti means1 is also available at the same ftp site.
The video sequen es range up to approximately ommon intermediate format (CIF) in size
(352  288 pixel luminan e image at 30 frames/s). [12℄ is a omplementary survey of OF
te hniques, while [13℄ refers to the same imagery and algorithms.
1

Standard natural s ene sequen es are also available.
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2.2 The problem of spatiotemporal ltering
In [11℄, attention was drawn to the importan e of implementational te hniques: pre-pro essing
by temporal smoothing over a large number of frames, as well as Gaussian smoothing and
possibly demodulation over larger spatial neighbourhoods; hoi e of window size in sear h areas and parameters in relaxation routines; and in post-pro essing through hoi e of threshold
or on den e measure, whi h should be orrelated with known errors found from syntheti
image sequen es. Unfortunately, in reased spatiotemporal smoothing has the potential to
slow pro essing further.
The need for temporal smoothing o urs be ause of the trade-o between allowed velo ity,

v, temporal frequen y ( xed), !t , and spatial frequen y, !x given by v = !t =!x , whi h is
a onsequen e of the temporal sampling theory. In inematography, for reasons of audien e
response, temporal aliasing is not suppressed, requiring temporal smoothing to disambiguate
motions. Arti ial motions su h as those produ ed in `stop-and-shoot' test sequen es an also
give rise to temporal aliasing. Considerable numbers of frames, twenty-one or more [9℄, are
deemed ne essary to smooth a single frame estimate. Re ursive methods of temporal smoothing have been experimented with [14℄, though with some loss in a ura y as full smoothing
requires non- ausal pro essing. Re ursive methods by de nition require repeated syn hronization whi h make them unsuitable for a s alable parallel solution atering for in reased
image sizes or faster throughput.

2.3 Algorithmi Variation
A survey of OF methods reveals that no one method is suitable for all imagery and all
purposes. However, building several bespoke parallelisations is mu h less appealing than
developing a generi method whi h an be easily adapted to ea h algorithm.
Energy methods [15℄ will ope with randomly-patterned surfa es, i.e. too mu h image
stru ture, in a way that methods relying on onservation of image irradian e over the interlude
of a frame will not. Phase-based methods are immune to ontrast varian e in a way that
4

energy-based methods are not. Both energy- and phase-based methods will fail if the omplexvalued Gabor dete tion lters are not tuned to the spatiotemporal frequen y of interest.
Lo alised gradient and orrelation methods annot support lo al area deformation between
frames as might o ur from s ene obje t rotation, and amera pan or zoom, that is if the s ene
apture rate pre ludes pie ewise linear approximation of these motions. The viewing model
is further restri ted to orthogonal s ene proje tion as perspe tive distortion also hanges
the area of proje ted regions. Lo alized methods also assume di use Lambertian surfa e
re e tan e, stri tly supporting only amera motion as s ene illumination should be onstant.
Systemati analysis of the algorithmi variants should in lude: the method of implementation in support of the basi algorithm; the number of frames available; the a ura y of
an algorithm; the density of measurements required by the appli ation; the amera viewing
arrangements; the type of motion of obje ts in an imaged s ene; and the image stru ture
present, in luding noise.

2.4 Pro essing diÆ ulties
There has been extensive OF algorithmi development over many de ades [16℄. However,
reported pro essing times remain slow. For example, in [17℄ a robust algorithm on a 256  256
pixel image sequen e took about 3 21 hours on a Spar -10 workstation, while other algorithms
ranged between 30 minutes [8℄ and 5 minutes to perform. [18℄ took 61.4 s per frame for
their algorithm on a SPARCstation 20, but this time was for an 128  128 sequen e. [19℄
report also on a 128  128 pixel sequen e2 , 4 minutes per frame on a SUN workstation and
interestingly 10s per frame on a 128 pro essor CM5, whi h should be ompared with the
timings in Se tion 5.3 Alas, few users will have a ess on a regular basis to the equivalent
of a CM5, whereas a ess to a less powerful parallel ma hine, su h as the one des ribed in
2
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For omparison, broad ast quality images are 720  576 pixels in size.
The multi omputer timings, however, in lude I/O. The CM5 has a `fat' tree, onstant bandwidth, network

with single instru tion multiple data streams (SIMD) support though usually operating in multiple instru tion
multiple data streams (MIMD) mode. I/O provision is onsiderable.
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Se tion 5, is more likely. The ma hine used may be a lega y system, no longer state-of-the-art
due to the inexorable e e t of Moore's law but still able to serve a purpose. The eventual
target hardware may be at VLSI level. For example, the TI 'C80 or MVP is a good mat h to
distributed-memory ar hite tures having four RISC pro essors and a ontrol pro essor with
oating-point unit on the same die.

3

Developing a parallel prototype

Our pro edure for produ ing the parallel prototype is as follows. The rst stage is a semimanual partition of an existing sequential ode. A stati analysis is made through a highquality ounter-based program pro ler, su h as Quantify [20℄. The end produ t is timing
ratios of fun tional elements of the method alongside a all graph. To a ertain extent, timing
ratios (not the absolute times) are a stable feature of a software system despite rapidly evolving
hardware (in terms of lo k speed) on whi h that system might be implemented.
The se ond stage is to employ pre-written reusable software omponents to aid onstru tion of the pipeline. A data-farm template makes available ommuni ation primitives, bu ering modules, and a message-passing interfa e. (As our templates have built-in instrumentation, event tra ing is subsequently supported to identify how dynami e e ts alter an initial
performan e estimate.) The third and nal stage is to slot the sequential ode se tions into the
programmer's template with limited disturban e of the ode integrity. Message data whi h
must t a generi stru ture are also identi ed at this stage. The template adds all parallel
features by means of library alls. Employing library alls implies that an alternative ompiler an be used (and indeed was) if the ode is transferred to another pro essor. Alternative
implementations of the library alls an be written for the new pro essor. A des ription of a
software toolkit to further automate this pro ess an be found in [21℄.
Ea h stage of our parallel pipeline is a data farm. Data farming requires a entralised
pro ess, the farmer, to distribute work to a number of a tive server pro esses, whi h are
dubbed workers. Data de omposition is typi ally arranged in OF by some geometri de6

omposition a ross the frame sequen e. For a row-major memory organisation horizontal
sub-image strips an be used extending a ross a ross-se tion in time. After a start-up phase
of stati work s heduling, load imbalan e is subsequently avoided by demand-based s heduling provided the number of image strips signi antly ex eeds the number of pro esses. On
medium-grained multi omputers nested loops involving time- onsuming al ulations in the
inner loop are sought to a hieve an e e tive parallelisation. [22℄ is a detailed study of data
farming.

4

OF prototypes

4.1 Gradient-based routine
The LK algorithm assumes: that image-pat h brightness is onserved over a small interval
in time (normalised to a frame interlude) leading to the well-known opti al- ow equation
(OFE) [1℄; and that the spatial gradient is also onstant. The linear least-squares error
is found for an over-determined set of equations resulting from these assumptions for ea h
pixel from weighted values taken a ross a neighbourhood pat h. As the LK routine relies
on numeri al di erentiation, it is essential rst to remove high-frequen y omponents, whi h
would otherwise amplify any high-frequen y omponents. Typi ally, Gaussian smoothing
a ross 5  5 spatial neighbourhoods as well as temporal smoothing a ross fteen frames is
performed.
The pro essing y le for the LK algorithm is summarized in Fig. 1. All pro essing is with
real-valued numbers. Stage one of data pro essing is Gaussian temporal-spatial ltering,
with a redu tion in per-frame omputational omplexity from O(N 2 m2 T ) to O(N 2 (T + 2m))
multiply/a umulates (MACs) through separability, where N is the size of a square image, T
is the lter's temporal extent, and m is the spatial region of support. Initially, the temporal
lter (larger than shown) is applied, entred on a middle target frame. Spatial ltering
an then take pla e on that target frame. Stage two in Fig. 1 is numeri al di erentiation
whi h is applied to the frames output from stage one. A tagged array allows frames to be
7

manipulated without regard to storage order in a ir ular ( nite) bu er. Di erentiation is
separately applied in ea h dimension to a stage two target frame, giving rise to three images,
Fig. 1, with omplexity O(N 2 m) MACs. For ea h pixel in a target frame, a normalised 2  2
measurement matrix is formed from a weighted 5  5 neighbourhood. A weighted 1  2 time
measurement matrix is likewise formed. Per-frame omputational omplexity in this stage is
at least O(N 2 m2 (M 2 + B )) MACs where M is the size of the spatial measurement matrix and
B is the number of olumns in the time matrix. Finally in stage four, the eigenve tors of the

spatial measurement matrix are rst al ulated in order to determine on den e thresholds
for a eptan e of velo ity ve tors. The omplexity is O(N 2 M 3 ) multipli ations. Cal ulation
of full velo ity ve tors for ea h pixel is by matrix multipli ation of the spatial measurement
matrix and the time measurement matrix.
The appli ation stru ture is revealed through a all graph output by Quantify, Fig. 2
showing the top twenty alls stemming from the main fun tion. The graph an be expanded,
and further detail still is available from an annotated listing. A fun tion list will show whi h
fun tions are andidates for optimization, but more helpful to the parallel programmer is
the fun tion detail display showing the per entage all time taken up by a fun tion and its
des endants. 47% of time is taken up in su essively al ulating derivatives and velo ities,
for an image of size 252  316 pixels. Of the remaining fun tions, 29% of time is taken up by
a andidate for data-farming, Gaussian smoothing. About 5% variation in this ratio o urs
if a smaller image is employed, be ause the ratios also in lude load time.4
To load balan e, the same number of pro essors were used in ea h stage of the pipeline,
Fig. 3. Be ause of the size of ea h inter-stage message (at least 57 Kbytes for the 252  316
frame sequen e) the disparity in pro essing time between the two stages is taken up by message
transfer time. This is onvenient as the size of bu ers would be prohibitive on the ma hine
available.
Data farming of image strips in the rst stage of the pipeline was straightforward, requiring
4

System all time an alternatively be turned o . A number of other variable overheads are ignored su h

as paging and window traps where present.
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limited modi ation of the data-farm template. Demand-based s heduling in stage one will
result in out-of-order row arrivals to stage two. If the two pipeline stages an be de oupled
the LK algorithm be omes an asyn hronous pipeline with potential gains in frame traversal
laten y. In the algorithm for input to stage two, Fig. 4, a linked-list data stru ture enables a
message to be assembled in the orre t order ready to transmit to a stage two worker. The
linked list enables storage nodes to be dis arded on e a message is assembled. The messages
are not immediately farmed out but are transferred to a ir ular message bu er to preserve
order. Worker requests from farm two are `fairly' demultiplexed, though in alternation with
the servi ing of stage one arrivals.
To ombine numeri al di erentiation and al ulation of output motion ve tors in the se ond stage an intermediate data stru ture was needed. In Fig. 5, the input message, suÆ ient in
extent for 3D numeri al di erentiation, is transformed to an intermediate set of image strips,
now redu ed in size and ready for al ulation of measurement matri es. Border regions are extended by zeroisation rather than using wrap-around. Edge velo ities are dis arded be ause
of possible sensor error. Seven rows a ross ve frames were needed to perform four-point
weighted entral di eren ing5 for any one output row. A linear least-squares estimate was
made a ross ve rows of the di erentiated data, nally resulting in a single row of output.6

4.2 Multiresolution routine
The AN method, again assuming brightness onservation, orrelates image pat hes a ross two
frames through a oarse-to- ne strategy. In forming Lapla ian pyramids (one for ea h frame),
band-pass smoothing is performed but no temporal smoothing o urs. At the oarsest level,
dire t neighbourhood orrelation takes pla e but at higher levels four parent estimates of the
ow ve tor, when suitably proje ted, are employed to guide the sear h at ea h pixel site.
The overlapped sear h avoids one erroneous estimate passing up several levels of the tree.
5
6

See [14℄ on the a ura y of this numeri al di erentiation method.
Partial velo ity is velo ity in the normal dire tion, perpendi ular to a pat h edge; [1℄ raw velo ity is before

thresholding from the eigenve tor spread; and the residual is an error term from the OFE [6℄.
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Within the neighbourhood the sear h is exhaustive, unlike orresponding motion estimation
algorithms in image ompression. The minimum of the estimates, using a sum-of-squareddi eren es (SSD) measure for ease of omputation, forms a orrelation or error surfa e. The
prin ipal urvatures of the surfa e along with the amplitude at ea h pixel site are the basis of
a on den e measure. The on den e measure guides a global relaxation whi h propagates
rm to weak estimates. The Gauss-Seidel relaxation method was used in this version of the
AN routine.
The all graph output by Quantify for the AN method, Fig. 6, shows that there is just
one main pro essing stream (through ompute-flow, shown qualitatively by the width of the
onne tions). For small pixel motions, a two step resolution pyramid is needed. Constru tion
of a two-step Lapla ian pyramid is a relatively small overhead so parallelisation was not
implemented even though spatial smoothing is often parallelised. The oarse ow estimate
formed a rst data-farm stage. As the subsequent relaxation phase is over a de imated image,
it is short-lived. Therefore, for ease of implementation, the se ond mat hing phase was also
performed on the same data farm, Fig. 7. Finally, the ne level relaxation ould be performed
on a single pro essor pipeline stage.
The AN parallelisation utilised two verti ally-sli ed image pyramids to enable data farming
for the orrelation sear h. Ea h row of ow ve tors has four parents originating in two
su essive rows at a oarser level. In Fig. 8, the four parent estimate sour es for one parti ular
ne-level pixel site are shown. An example proje ted ow ve tor (labeled `a') for just one of
the parents is in luded in Fig. 8. Proje ted ve tors, previously adjusted for sub-pixel a ura y,
have a maximum extension of three pixels in either dire tion. The ne-level sear h involves a
further maximum one pixel extent o set from the proje ted ow ve tor, for example the ve tor
labeled `b' in Fig. 8. At ea h potential mat h point a 3  3 onvolution pat h was formed,
for example the dashed-line re tangle in Fig. 8. At ea h sear h point, the onvolution pat h,
whi h was previously smoothed by a Guassian lter, was orrelated with a xed orrelation
area in the se ond image; in the example, shown outlined by a bold line in Fig. 8. In a
two-level pyramid, with a 3  3 sear h to sour e one row of ow ve tors, two rows at the
10

oarse level were sent and eleven rows from ea h of the two image frames were needed at the
ne level (Fig. 8 shows part of this strip for one image). Indexing was required to send the
orre t two oarse-level rows in any message as parity di ered with the ne-level row index.
For pyramids greater than two levels and larger images, the data-farm pro essing an
be repli ated a ross several pipeline stages. The data transfer burden was redu ed over
the LK algorithm, making the AN algorithm a more eÆ ient parallelisation. However, its
a ura y over small motions was limited due to the quantised nature of the sear h. Though
orrelation is normally used if temporal di erentiation is not possible be ause of la k of frames,
paradoxi ally an improvement may be to pre-pro ess with temporal smoothing if su h frames
were available.

4.3 Phase-based routine
The FJ method onsists of multiple stages of pro essing, Fig. 9, before full velo ity estimates
are rea hed.7 Timing tests on the sequential version revealed that 80% of omputation time is
taken up by ltering with Gabor pseudo-quadrature lters (to extra t phase), whi h therefore
formed the basis of the data-farming stage. Gabor lters are designed in 3D frequen y spa e to
mat h the features of interest but are implemented in the spatiotemporal domain.8 Separate
lters are needed for ea h spatial orientation, speed, and s ale. Greater resolution is possible
for lters orresponding to higher frequen ies. Despite the use of the Heeger algorithm [15℄
based on a trigonometri identity for making separable 3D Gabor ltering, multiple passes
through the data results in a omputational load whi h is signi antly greater than other
methods implemented. If ea h of orientation, speed, and s ale were to be sampled n times,
with a region of support m onstant in all dimensions with separable lters, and square image
size N , and T frames then the time omplexity is O(n3 mN 2 T ) multipli ations per frame.
7

Phase omponent and full velo ities are alternative estimates. The omponent estimate requires di eren-

tiating the phase.
8
In frequen y spa e, the amplitude spe trum of an image pat h moving at a onstant velo ity has the
normal omponent of this velo ity spe trum on entrated in a line around the origin, whi h feature is mat hed
by a Gabor lter.
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It will be seen from Fig. 10 that there is also a signi ant data storage problem as typi ally
twenty-two sets (one for ea h lter) of ve frames ea h are needed after ltering. Five frames
are needed later to perform numeri al di erentiation whi h is a prelude to nding the phase.
Had a greater range of velo ities been expe ted then further sets of lters would be needed.
The di erent lter estimates enable the dete tion of multiple motions in the same lo ality
as might o ur at o lusion boundaries, through transparen y, shadowing, and virtual motion
arising from spe ularities (highlights). However, lustering of velo ities at a single lo ation
was not performed. If one row is farmed out at any one time, as implemented, then parallel
pro essing an pro eed as far as omponent al ulation of the OF ve tors.9 If ve rows were
to be pro essed at any one time then all pro essing an be performed in parallel without the
need for the temporary storage of intermediate les, but with a orresponding in rease in
data ommuni ation.

5

Analysis of results

Experiments were made on an eight-module MIMD Transte h Paramid [23℄ with a distributed
memory organization. Communi ation between pro essors is by message passing. Ea h module onsists of an i860 supers alar pro essor, with a ve-stage instru tion pipeline and possible
four-way ve torisation, giving a manufa turer's peak of 200 MFLOP/s at 50 MHz. The i860
is servi ed via overlapped-memory by a transputer ommuni ation opro essor, with raw perlink bandwidth of 20 Mbps (and valen y four). The inter onne t between modules an be
software re on gured at ompile time through an ele troni swit h. A virtual hannel system is present as a mi ro-kernel on ea h module: messages are transparently pa ketized and
routed by link sentinel pro esses. Ar hite tural omparisons between this ma hine using an
i860 and a DEC alpha solution [24℄ indi ate that the key issue is the memory hierar hy and
not primarily the pro essor speed.
9

Only the normal omponent of phase, i.e. the omponent normal to the phase ontour not to an image

edge, is unambiguously resolved.
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5.1 The LK results
Initial work on entrated on the LK method be ause in [11℄ the method is reported to be
amongst the most a urate, though for image sequen es without many of the problems listed in
Se tion 2.3. Of the standard syntheti sequen es, when the error is measurable, the Yosemite
valley s ene is usually sele ted as most representative of natural images [13℄. First tests
took pla e on a single i860. We wondered what would be the e e t of relaxing the a ura y.
Table 1 shows, for frame 9 of the sequen e, no advantage in a ura y is to be gained from
temporal smoothing over 15 frames and hen e these results are not re orded, but dropping
below 11 frames introdu es signi ant error.10 It appears that the large temporal extent is
needed whi h brings a ommuni ation overhead on parallel ma hines. Noti e that a general
pro essing model that in ludes OF must a ount for non- ausal ltering [25℄, (i.e. suÆ ient
previous frames must be available).
Some resear hers [26, 27℄ have not used temporal smoothing arguing that it is unne essary
for small pixel motions. Table 1 shows the error when no temporal smoothing was applied.
The nal row, parameter = 0:0, re ords the e e t of turning o spatial smoothing as well.
Paradoxi ally, the timings on the single i860, whi h ex lude le I/O, re ord lower times
for apparently more pro essing. When the smoothing loop is swit hed o transfer of spatial
results to the target array still o urs implying that a memory intera tion was responsible
for the delay. In fa t, in all sequential runs a swap le was stored in the host ma hine's lo al
dis requiring transfers over a SCSI link. For lter parameter 1.5 a SPARCstation 1+ takes
154.9s and 60.3 s with ompiler optimisation.
Timings were taken, without I/O, for the LK method running with two a tive pro essors
on ea h of the two pipeline stages. The message size was varied between pipeline stages
by means of the data stru tures des ribed in Se tion 4.1. The data size needed for ea h
stage of the LK routine, Table 2, is somewhat di erent even if the number of image lines
10

For ne work (not this study), [16℄ has found that the angular a ura y measure, whi h is non-linear with

angle size [9℄, an return asymmetri results. We found a small dis repan y with tests on a SPARC ma hine
resulting from a divergen e from the IEEE oating point spe i ation to gain speed on the i860.
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remained the same. However, the optimum times o urred, Table 3, when the message lines
size were balan ed with little e e t from hanging between fteen frames,  = 1:5, and eleven
frames,  = 0:5. However, pro essing was not balan ed between the two stages as only one
of the pro essors in stage two was in onstant use. This result was qui kly determined by
examining the event tra e. The almost linear speed-up, ompared to Table 1 timings, for
four a tive pro essors is misleading as redu tion in per-pro essor program size meant that no
intermediate dis a ess was required. Importantly, in reasing the number of pro essors in
ea h pipeline stage did not result in any improvement in times, be ause the message-passing
overhead es alated.

5.2 The other methods
Table 4 re ords timings for the AN method as additional stages of pro essing were in rementally introdu ed into a single farm pipeline. Considerable savings over workstation timings
are possible (see also Se tion 2.4). The two xed overhead timings, from relaxation and from
onstru tion of the Lapla ian pyramid, are also re orded. Pyramid onstru tion pre edes the
parallel stage and in an implementation would be linked to I/O (not in luded as I/O is a
system dependent overhead) on a single pro essor. The relaxation routine timing represents
pro essing after the rst and se ond stages of the oarse-to- ne pro essing, but the pro essing
after the se ond stage dominates. The timings suggest that a balan ed pipeline is possible
for the AN method.
FJ timings, Table 5, were taken for a full run on the workstation and for the parallelized
Gabor ltering stage on the Paramid ma hine. However, the Paramid system proved inadequate to the task of pro essing larger images, although remaining timings are una e ted by
swap- le a tivity. From the timings taken, whi h indi ate s aling, given an e e tive memory sub-system, using a parallel ma hine would pay o if simply to redu e the inordinately
lengthy omputation time on a workstation.
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5.3 Evaluation
Prototyping the three methods allowed a tentative evaluation to be rea hed.
Other onsiderations being equal, the LK method is appealing to implement be ause it has
the shortest pro essing time and be ause the omplete stru ture an be parallelised. Given
the regular nature of the pro essing, there is also the possibility of transfer to VLSI. However,
further redu tions in speed ould not be a hieved on our general-purpose ma hine be ause
of the data-transfer ost. The peak speed-up was 3.69 for 4 a tive pro essors pro essing
a 252  316 image in 10.7s with full a ura y. If dete tion of larger pixel motions were
to be required either a larger lo al pat h would be needed, whi h would add to the data
ommuni ation burden, or a multiresolution pyramid would need to be onstru ted. The
orre t method of extending the OF eld to 100% density is not established. These diÆ ulties
are probably resolvable but would redu e the speed advantage that the LK method holds.
Correlation methods, espe ially without a sear h guided through an image pyramid, are
prone to distortion from multi-modal results. There is also a question mark over how to best
a hieve sub-pixel a ura y. Conversely, orrelation has a higher immunity to noise than methods involving numeri al di erentiation. However, be ause of the redu tion in data transfer
this lass of algorithm is worth persevering with. The per-row omputational omplexity of
the AN method is O(d4 ) while message sizes are O(d) implying that in reasing the window
size, d, will qui kly bring a benign parallel regime. The peak speed-up for one stage using
four pro essors was 2.95 at 65.2s/frame for the AN method.
The FJ method is presently simply too burdensome to onsider in a produ tion environment, probably being most suitable for resear h using small-s ale images. Another diÆ ulty
are low densities reported as being below 50% [11℄. Parallelisation has some value in redu ing job throughput (redu ing the time for a 150  150 pixel image from 339.7s to 114.9s, a
speed-up of 3.1 for 4 pro essors). It is not lear that simpli ed lters will signi antly redu e
the omputation and storage overhead [28℄. [29℄ advo ate lo ating orientation by nding the
eigenstru ture of just one s atter matrix for a lo al pat h in spa e-time (by analogy with
15

forming an inertia tensor). However, the method shares a similar omputational stru ture to
the LK method. A link between the dete tion of spe tral energy (and possibly phase) and
spatial di erentiation, via the Fourier derivative theorem has long been noti ed [30℄.
The data intensive nature of OF methods auses many of the pro essing problems, as fast
I/O is no longer available as it was on bit-serial SIMD ma hines. A data farm an in some
ir umstan es be run without physi al transfer of data between farmer and workers, whereby
the farmer a ts as a work s heduler and tokens are passed if work is ompleted. Lo al I/O is
sometimes available on general-purpose multi omputers but as a ostly alternative, whi h is
a deterrent to resear h budgets. One idea [31℄ is to provide VRAM on one edge of an array
of medium-grained pro essors in a manner reminis ent of earlier SIMD arrays. Lo al image
data is passed along ea h row of the array. This arrangement may be adaptable to a pipeline
stru ture.

6

Summary

OF methods represent a form of motion dete tion potentially appli able to a wide range of
imagery. Unfortunately, pro essing rates if full a ura y is preserved are far from video rate.
This is the more so if realisti image sizes are onsidered. A further problem is that re ent
algorithmi implementations entail signi ant data ommuni ation and storage of intermediate results. In our implementations whi h were on a modestly parallel ma hine, the OF
pipelines a hieved speed-ups whi h justi ed the parallelisation. In one ase speed-up arose
from de omposition of the algorithm and would not s ale. Most gains ame from parallelizing
orrelation methods. Therefore, parallelisation of OF methods by means of a parallel pipeline,
the purpose of this study, is in all ases worth onsidering as it will speed-up subsequent development work. Future work on OF may fo us on using heterogeneous hardware within the
prototyping pipeline.
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Filter

No. of Angular

parameter frames

Standard

Density Min.

Max.

Time
(s)

error

Deviation

%

error

error

1.5

15

4.26

10.14

39.79

0.00

111.62 39.53

1.0

11

5.28

10.89

54.07

0.00

121.04 36.27

0.5

9

18.74

23.09

71.90

0.02

140.23 35.02

Without temporal smoothing
1.5

15

7.68

15.42

54.92

0.00

125.40 39.94

1.0

11

11.09

19.26

62.75

0.00

131.18 36.64

0.5

9

22.31

25.87

75.01

0.00

136.88 35.53

0.0

5

28.78

28.01

79.74

0.00

152.99 27.40

Table 1: LK Method: Angular Error (degrees) for Yosemite Sequen e, frame 9, pro essing
times for one pro essor
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Lines per

Stage 1

Stage 2

Message

Out

Return

Out

Return

1

52144

6324

56888

10140

2

56884

12644

63208

20240

3

61624

18964

69528

30364

4

66364

25284

78848

40476

5

71104

31604

82168

50588

Table 2: LK Method: Message Sizes (bytes) with Filter Parameter = 1:5, two stages 2
pro essors per stage
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Filter parameter  = 1:5

Filter parameter  = 0:5

15 frames temp. smoothing

11 frames temp. smoothing

Stage two

Stage two

Stage
one

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

18.05

17.42

17.66

17.47

17.55

18.69

12.30

11.41

12.04

12.78

2

18.02

12.12

12.66

12.33

13.40

18.78

12.47

11.36

10.72

11.90

3

17.88

12.56

10.70

11.36

11.91

18.50

12.70

10.94

11.26

11.58

4

17.92

12.10

11.22

10.12

11.61

18.82

12.70

11.36

10.62

11.25

5

17.01

12.56

11.50

11.19

13.87

17.76

12.55

10.85

11.24

13.07

Table 3: Per-frame LK Timings (s) with Various No. of Rows per Message for a 256  316
Sized Image., 2 stages, 2 pro essors per stage
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SPARC station 1+
Size

100  100
150  150
252  316

No. of Worker i860s

opt. 3

1

2(a)

2(b)

2( )

4(a)

4(b)

4( )

4(d)

4(e)

171.3

103.6

23.5

15.2

13.2

12.3

12.2

9.4

8.2

3.8

0.3

458.8

282.5

60.0

34.3

29.7

27.8

27.5

20.9

18.2

8.4

0.8

1445.5

895.3

192.2

122.7

107.2

100.1

98.1

75.6

65.2

29.8

2.9

g

Table 4: Per-frame AN Method Timings (s) Parallelizing: (a) ow ve tors (b) ow ve tors
and on den e measures ( ) with oarse-level al ulations, and Sequential overheads: (d)
relaxation (e) pyramid onstru tion.
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SPARCstation 1+
Size
100  100
150  150

g

opt. 3

Worker i860s
1

2

4

834.1

257.9

152.7 105.8

2476.7

775.3

353.2 165.5 114.9

252  316 10500.1

3392.6

-

-

Table 5: Per-frame FJ Method Timings (s)
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Figure 1: Data Pro essing in the LK Method
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Figure 2: Call Graph for the LK Sequential Code
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Figure 6: Call Graph for the AN Sequential Code
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